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Fig. 9. Linear detector BERs for user 3 of Example 2. SNR ;1 ￿ i ￿ 4 are
identical.
Fig. 10. Linear detector BERs for users 2 and 4 of Example 2. SNR ;1 ￿
i ￿ 4 are identical. The MMSE and MBER solutions for these two users are
indistinguishable.
Fig. 11. Distribution of the signed decision variable for user 1 of Example 2.
SNR =1 6dB for 1 ￿ i ￿ 4, the detector weight vector was set to the MBER
solution, and the kernel estimate was constructed from 1500 data samples.
density estimate, the iterative procedures of the block adaptive
steepest-descent and conjugate gradient algorithms are depicted
in Fig. 12. It can be seen that starting from the MMSE solution,
the block adaptive conjugate gradient algorithm took five itera-
tions to converge to a near-MBER solution.
The three stochastic gradient adaptive algorithms were tested
for user 1 at SNR dB, and with the initial
weight vector set to the MMSE solution. The two algorithm
Fig. 12. Convergence behaviors of the two block adaptive MBER algorithms
for user 1 of Example 2. Length of the data block is 1500, and SNR =1 6dB
for 1 ￿ i ￿ 4.
Fig. 13. Learning curves of the three stochastic adaptive MBER algorithms
for user 1 of Example 2. SNR =1 5dB for 1 ￿ i ￿ 4.
parameters were found to be and for the
DMBER, and and for the AMBER. For this
example, the LBER used and
noise variance). The learning curves of these three algorithms
are giveninFig. 13, where the results were averagedon50 runs.
For this example, the very slow convergence of the DMBER is
apparent when the BER is below . It can also be seen that
the LBER algorithm (33) has a superior performance over the
AMBER algorithm (38).
VI. CONCLUSION
The MBER linear multiuser detection has been considered
for DS-CDMA systems. Motivated from the kernel density es-
timation of the BER as a smooth function of the training data,
block-based adaptive gradient algorithms have been developed
to realize the MBER linear multiuser detector. This has further
led to the derivation of a LMS-style adaptive MBER algorithm
forlinearmultiuserdetectors.Adesiredfeatureofthisstochastic
gradient algorithm is that the amount of the weight updating is a
continuous and decreasing function of the distance from the de-
cision boundary. Simulation results indicate that this adaptive
MBER detector outperforms an existing LMS-style MBER al-
gorithm called the AMBER in terms of convergence speed and